Healthcare solutions
with Jamf Now

The healthcare landscape is evolving. Providers are looking for ways to deliver more
personalized care to their patients, faster, while improving communications within their
care teams. Clinics, doctors, nurses and patients are searching for new and better ways
of delivering and receiving care. The use of technology, such as mobile devices, can help
achieve that goal.
Companies need to ensure physical devices and the company/patient data on them remain
protected. Leveraging the power of native Apple device security with the added security
benefits of Jamf Now helps you deploy the correct apps and tools to the right device no
matter where devices are being used.

Jamf Now Features:
REMOTE LOCK OR WIPE

LOST MODE

SECURE APP DEPLOYMENT

Disable the device until
the passcode is applied or
remotely wipe the data.

Show a lock screen
message, disable device
and show its location.

Securely deploy apps
from a central location to
individuals or teams.

OPERATING SYSTEM UPDATES

DEVICE ENCRYPTION

SINGLE APP MODE

Update a single or all
devices to ensure they are
up-to-date and secure.

Enforce enterprise-level
encryption to protect data
and store recovery keys.

Lock a device into one app
to help focus the device’s
use on one task such as
signing in or filling out a
form.

Any of this sound familiar?
When it comes to security, every business case is different. Finding what works best for your
organization should be a combination of best practices and a plan that fits your needs and device usage.

Problem

Jamf Now solution
Demonstrating compliance with
security requirements

Compliance is essential for devices in healthcare. Jamf Now
allows you to set security policies, monitor the health of
your Apple devices, and generate reports to demonstrate
compliance with security standards (such as HIPAA). These
features can help meet regulatory compliance standards,
mitigate risks and streamline audits.

Lost or misplaced devices

Healthcare doesn’t always mean in-person anymore. Turn on
Lost Mode, Remote Lock or Wipe to locate devices, put in a
locked state (until a password is entered) or completely wipe
the device to help prevent unauthorized access or use of
company data.

Inconsistent apps and software

Make sure each device is uniform with the apps and software
needed for patient care with secure app deployments.
Efficiently deploy all apps using Jamf Now instead of one by
one so your team can focus on the task at hand.

Out of date devices

Out of date devices are a security threat that may be avoided
with Jamf Now. Ensure every device is on the most recent
operating system by pushing updates to them from a central
location — regardless of where the device is.

Data protection

Data encryption is key to preventing unauthorized access
of company communications and patient data on a device.
Enabling data encryption is as simple as authorizing FileVault
on a Mac or enforcing a passcode on an iPad with Jamf Now.

Are you ready?
See why companies in the healthcare industry trust Jamf Now to secure and protect their Apple devices.
Sign up now and get your first 3 devices enrolled free.
Get Started

See how you too can achieve success by trying Jamf Now Sign up now.
www.jamf.com
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